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INTIMIDATION SPIRIT 
 
THE GREAT WAY SAYS: 
 
You saw a person “throw you under the bus,” as would be stated when someone 
causes the blame to fall on one who is truly innocent. When you worked with an old 
work way, you were dealing with this demon very often, for many times, others would 
take a plan to look as if they have no issues but would place any areas of weakness or 
lack in production as if it was your fault that things didn’t work out well.  
 
You recall details where you “took the fall” and would take any responsibility concerning 
any plan that was given in the workplace. When the sales were off, you would take a 
plan within to review what could really build up better sales the next time. People would 
blame coworkers, weather, and the customers when sales were down, yet no one 
moving with this demon wanted to ever take a poor presentation to upper 
management.  
 
You have recently seen this demon take a place in showing a way in presentation, to 
make it seem to the person they feared rejection from, that if they were to be 
displeased, to blame you, even where they were the one to cause the root detail. When 
this spirit is influencing a person, they will also move in deep people-pleasing just due 
to the nature of that demon and what it feeds with: fear.  
 
The demon known as Fear will be close and would push people-pleasing with heavy 
intimidation and would make a person drink lying ways to look good, with a tainted 
dealing in nature. It would be hard to be close to these people when they have this 
demon within, for they will make sure they live protected ways yet would have you take 
on whatever storm may come—just with you out there—without help.  
 
Don’t take up offensive ways when faced with dealing with this demon. The nature to 
make you take a fall into a blamed way is the nature of the demon mentioned, and they 
will make sure that no attention is given to their way when conflict is seen. 
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Stand firm in integrity and protect those under and with you. That plan truly will keep a 
doorway shut and will give no place to this demon that heavily infiltrates those in 
broken homes and battered relationships. 
 


